FEATURES + BENEFITS

Heart of Stone:
+ For superior thermal performance
+ Absolutely dimensionally stable
+ Prevents premature LED failure

Modular plastic housing:
+ Suitable for most COBs
+ Integrated optical interfaces
+ Generates cost benefits

Convenience features:
+ Push-In terminals
+ COB clip-in function
+ Zhaga fixing points

The new COB Holder Hybrid 630 combines the design flexibility of injection molding with the thermal performance of micanite.

Much like the 430 series, the 630 holder is a modular concept designed to accommodate an infinite combination of COBs and optics. The program has over 150 different variations.

The holder improves the heat transfer from the COB to the heat sink and thermally disconnects the optics. Because of the mechanical integrity of micanite, the COB actually operates at a lower temperature which helps prevent premature LED failure.

Clip in function and push in terminals make the holders convenient for high levels of production. The automated assembly of the holder generates cost benefits.

Innovative + Fast + Flexible: Bender + Wirth supplies the world wide lighting industry with high quality components since 1899. Today’s portfolio covers LED Holders, LED Connectors and Lamp Holders, certified according to VDE and UL. The German company itself is certified according to ISO 9001:2015.